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Common Data Model, version 1.20
Richard White, 18 November 2001
This document presents a Common Data Model (CDM) for Species 2000, which is a definition of the way in which information flows between data providers (Global Species Databases, GSDs) and a portal (Common Access System, CAS).  It specifies the requests which a GSD must respond to and the information which it is expected to make available to Species 2000, often referred to as the Species 2000 Standard Data Set.  Documents defining protocols for particular implementations of the CDM, such as a Corba IDL, an XML DTD and an HTTP CGI protocol, are derived from this document.  
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Notes
This version of the Common Data Model document includes the text of Technical Note 1, "Overview of information flow", as an informal introduction to the concepts underlying the Common Data Model, and Technical Note 3, “Interpreting species search strings”.  In the Web version, these documents will remain separate.  The purpose of this version of the CDM document is to propose definitions of some suggested changes for implementation in version 1.5 or 2 of the Spice CAS, and afterwards in wrappers when convenient to their authors.  Since the Spice CAS is now able to recognise the version of the CDM being used by a wrapper, wrapper development may lag behind CAS development.  This version of the CDM does not provide for the handling of the Species 2000 Standard Data Set for infra-specific taxa, which is deferred to a future CDM version pending clarification of the requirements.  
The main changes in version 1.20 (marked with a vertical grey bar in the right margin of the text) are:  
The GSD to be addressed can be specified in some requests, to inform wrappers which serve more than one GSD or “GSD sector” of a database, and the request can limit the number of matched names returned.  
A FullName is now one of two possible forms for a Name, the other being a VirusName.  Common names and virus names may be searched for and therefore returned in a Type 1 response.  
In the StandardData, SourceLink and OtherLink are combined into a list of DataLink elements, at present still simple URLs, but these may later be enhanced with additional metadata to permit intelligent link handling by future software.  (EnquiryLink has been renamed ContactLink to make its purpose clearer.) 
Type 4 and 5 Requests now specify an Identifier rather than a Taxon or HigherTaxon.  A HigherTaxon now has an optional View element, to distinguish alternative hierarchies if required;  the current preferred View is specified in the GSDInfo.  
Some of the complexities in the CDM, and therefore in the IDL and DTD, caused by attempting to define semantic differences by means of the syntax have been reduced by merging some similar entities, at the expense of requiring explicit restrictions on allowed values, as follows:  
The entities AVCStatus and SynonymStatus are merged into the existing entity Status, which also has two additional values for pro parte (ambiguous) synonyms and infra-specific names (treated as unambiguous synonyms).  
The Identifier element is obligatory in an AVCName, in a HigherTaxon and in a SynonymWithAVC, and in the latter case the corresponding AVCName should be given.  
The entity NameRef is merged into the existing entity StatusRef;  the RefType element is now required and has the additional value validity for a reference to the nomenclatural validity of a name (previously a NameRef);  the entity NameRefList is simplified accordingly.  
Further changes in this version (marked with a vertical double bar in the right margin of the text) are:  
The previous entity Species has been renamed SpecificEpithet to avoid confusion.  The new entity Species has been distinguished from SpeciesName in preparation for possible infra-specific “species”.  A separate GSDIdentifier has been distinguished.  The Identifier is now part of a SpeciesName rather than part of an AVCName, CommonNameWithAVC or SynonymWithAVC.  The new entity NameWithAVC describes the latter three entities.  
In the GSDInfo, the GSDName is replaced by a GSDIdentifier, GSDShortName and GSDTitle.  The requirement for wrappers to support a “?” metacharacter has been removed. The question of Dublin or Darwin Core fields has been relegated to the metadatabase.  
Some of the information returned by the wrappers (in a Type 3 response) could instead be obtained by the CAS from the Metadatabase.  However, it is assumed that it may be more convenient for the wrapper writer to have only one thing (the wrapper) to keep up to date.  However, in practice (i) the Metadatabase could periodically get this information from the wrappers, (ii) or vice versa, and (iii) the URL and type (CORBA, GET, POST etc.) of the wrapper could not be obtained from the wrapper.  There needs to be discussion on the question of where this metadata originates, the route by which it is propagated, and who edits it.  Another issue concerns the manner of specifying synonyms for viruses – here it is assumed that normal taxonomic practice is followed.  
Introduction
Species 2000 aims to provide a common gateway to species-based information in biological databases.  Thus, information must flow between a user and one or more of these databases.  This document formally describes the way in which information flows, in stages, between a user and a GSD.  Software such as a Common Access System (CAS) may intervene in this process, in particular by submitting GSD Requests to the GSD.  
A user will approach Species 2000 with the aim of obtaining information about a species.  This information will come from a Global Species Database (GSD) containing data about that species.  The user will have to precisely specify the species required, but will probably not know the exact form of the species name, or any unique identifying code, to indicate to the GSD exactly which species is required.  Thus the interaction between the user and the GSD requires at least two phases, here referred to as Stages.  
In Stage 1, the user indicates, with some degree of ambiguity or imprecision, which species (singular or plural) he or she is interested in, by the use of a search string or by browsing a hierarchy.  The GSD responds, possibly through the CAS, with a list of matching species.  
In Stage 2, the user chooses one of these.  The GSD responds by providing the Species 2000 Standard Data concerning that species.  
Optionally, the user may proceed to a Stage 3 in which he or she follows a link to a source of further information about the species.  The available information in different species databases will be of diverse types and formats which cannot be anticipated in a system such as Species 2000.  In this stage, the user may explore links to other information related to that species, which may be held in the GSD or in another Species Information Source (SIS).  The user communicates directly with one or more species databases, without any currently implemented intercession by Species 2000.  A future software component may assist the user in following and interpreting such links intelligently.  It is anticipated that such a component would use GSD requests similar or identical to those proposed in this document, but this use is not discussed further here. However, this possibility should be borne in mind when reviewing this document.  
Issues which concern only the internal processing within the CAS or the presentation of the information in the user interface, and which do not impinge on the information transfer to and from the GSDs,  are not considered here.  For example, there is a question about whether the CAS should proceed directly to Stage 2, if in Stage 1 it discovers that only one species matches the user’s enquiry, but this should not affect the implementation of a GSD or its wrapper software.  Similarly, the user interface might allow a user to browse a taxonomic hierarchy to reach Stage 2 without necessarily passing through Stage 1:  this has not been implemented in the present prototypes CAS2 or CAS4.  Browsing the hierarchy might (i) assist the user to fill in the search form in Stage 1, for example by locating a taxonomic group corresponding to a GSD and perhaps the genus of interest, or skip Stage 1 by (ii) directly generating a list of species ready for the user to choose one and proceed to Stage 2 or (iii) directly select a single species ready for Stage 2.  In a well-designed system, the requirements for the exchange of information with the GSD will not be affected by these considerations.  
It is possible that Species 2000 may in future provide other services which are not directly controlled by a user.  Thus some of the interactions described in this document, particularly Stage 1, may not apply in that case.  
Information about a species
Stage 1:  Looking up a user’s ambiguous name
Because a user may not initially wish or be able to specify the species of interest unambiguously, Stage 1 allows the user to specify a possibly ambiguous species name (or “search string”), which is looked up to find what species it might correspond to.  
The user may either provide a search string, or may indicate a group of species by browsing a taxonomic hierarchy or other interactive system.  Here, we focus on the use of a search string, but it should be borne in mind that this species request string might alternatively be entirely or partly constructed from the taxon or species group reached by the user when browsing a hierarchy.  
GSD request type 1
Request:  Supply a suitable string which can be interpreted as a possibly ambiguous name of one or more species, and, optionally, a GSD to be searched.  It is up to the CAS to decide which GSDs to send the user’s request to, possibly using an indication given by the user via the user interface.  
Response:  Return a list of the species names which match the supplied string.  These returned names might include infra-specific names, especially where a name is a synonym of a species whose specific epithet is different (which the user would otherwise not discover).  Where the names are synonyms or common names, it is also desirable that where possible these names are accompanied by the name of the corresponding accepted species.  
Stage 2:  Returning the Species 2000 standard data about a selected species
GSD request type 2
Request:  Specifies the species name selected by the user from the list supplied in Stage 1 or, possibly, chosen by the user browsing the Species 2000 taxonomic hierarchy, if it descends to the species level.  
The request includes not just the name but also other information available to the system, but not necessarily displayed to the user, to assist the GSD to locate the species.  This could be an internal species identifier which was supplied in a Stage 1 response or found in a hierarchy or other index or cache.  This will enable the GSD to retrieve the species data directly (using an indexed retrieval) instead of requiring the slower name search used in Stage 1 to be repeated.  
Response:  This is the “Standard Return Data”.  Here I refer to “elements” to avoid any implication that this section refers to a GSD’s data structures.  The elements of the StandardData are as follows.  The accepted or provisionally accepted name;  a list of zero to many synonyms, distinguishing between unambiguous synonyms, ambiguous synonyms and misapplied names (references may be included to the nomenclatural validity and taxonomic status of a name); zero to many common names, including optional specification of the location and language; family; an optional comment (an arbitrary displayable but not too long piece of information chosen by the GSD as most useful to users of this group of organisms);  scrutiny (details of when and by whom this species was last reviewed in the GSD);  a list of zero to many URLs pointing to the GSD’s own more detailed page about this species or further Species Information Sources (SISs) known to the GSDO;  and geographical distribution.  
Stage 3:  Following links to further information
The user follows the SourceURL link and receives from the GSD a page of information about the species.  This is not controlled by Species 2000, and therefore no GSD Requests are defined.  Similarly, the user may follow an OtherURL link to an SIS.  
Information about a GSD
In addition to the exchanges described above concerning information about individual species, the Species 2000 system also needs certain information about the GSD, particularly about the current version and status, to provide information to the user and to assist with cache maintenance.  
GSD request type 0
Request:  no parameters.  
Response:  provide the version of the CDM to which the wrapper adheres.  This is provided in a simple separate request, because the Type 3 and other Requests and Responses may differ between CDM versions.  
GSD request type 3
Request:  no parameters, the request is simply to provide information about the GSD, rather than any particular species.  It may not be worth specifying separate requests for individual pieces of information.  It may be easier for GSD and wrapper programmers if the GSD simply returns all this information in one object.  
Response:  provide the information.  
Information about the taxonomic hierarchy
Planning for the Species 2000 taxonomic hierarchy is at an early stage.  However, portions of the complete taxonomic hierarchy will be held both by Species 2000 and by at least some of the GSDs.  A basic functionality suitable for these portions is therefore suggested.  By handling the higher levels of the taxonomic hierarchy as if they constituted a specialised GSD (one with no species), this model would allow Species 2000 to provide seamless browsing for users to move up or down a complete taxonomic hierarchy, regardless of the possible crossing of boundaries between GSDs.  The higher taxon object used by the system contains the name of the GSD in which it is found:  this provides a mechanism to attach GSDs to the overall taxonomic hierarchy.  
The proposed scheme is very general and independent of the storage arrangements used by GSDs or Species 2000 to hold the hierarchy information.  Given the notion of a current higher taxon, browsing the taxonomic hierarchy consists of finding the taxon above or the taxa below this current taxon.  The user may then select one of these and the browsing may continue.  The current taxon being browsed may possibly be a species, if the taxonomic hierarchy descends that far. Partial or complete alternative hierarchies are handled by labelling each higher taxon with a tag to differentiate between views.
GSD request type 4
A Type 4 Request is used to move up the taxonomic hierarchy.  
Request:  provide the current taxon identifier.  
Response:  The result is typically a single taxon, the “parent” of the current taxon, but may be empty (at the top of the hierarchy) or may consist of more than one higher taxon, if multiple hierarchies are supported.  
GSD request type 5
A Type 5 Request is used to move down the taxonomic hierarchy.  
Request: This is the current higher taxon identifier.
Response:  The result is typically a set of taxa, the “children” of the current taxon, but may be empty (for example, while parts of the Species 2000 array of GSDs are still incomplete).  
Formal specification
There now follows a formal description of the information which is returned by a GSD to the Species 2000 CAS in Stages 1 and 2, in response to GSD Requests.  The description in this document does not imply any particular implementation protocol.  Other documents exist which define an IDL for Corba communication with “undivided” wrappers, and a set of CGI parameters and a DTD for the XML response for communication with “divided” wrappers.  
Several different types of “requests” may be made to a GSD during stages 1 and 2.  For each, I discuss the request which is sent by the user from his or her Species 2000 client (such as a web browser) via the Species 2000 Common Access System (CAS) to the Global Species Database (GSD), and the “response” from the GSD to the CAS, which may be processed by the CAS before being presented to the user.  I refer to proposed “elements” to refer to individual items within the request or the response.  The use of the word “element” does not imply any particular implementation protocol.  
Syntax and representation
Words in sans serif font starting with capital letters represent the names of data elements.  Data elements may be simple or compound.  The definitions of all data elements are given in the Data Dictionary.  
Only three simple data types occur, string, integer and enumerated.  Strings may have any value, and are indicated by the phrase “is a string”, whereas enumerated data elements may have only the values listed after the phrase “is one of”.  The permitted values of data elements, where specified, are shown in a monospaced font.  Strings may contain a variety of characters, which will need to be represented in some standard way.  The use of Unicode is strongly recommended;  otherwise, the use of SGML/HTML character entities such as “&eacute;” will be necessary. 
Data elements may be compound, in which case their constituent elements are listed after the phrase “consists of”.  Elements may be repeated, in which case the minimum and maximum number of repetitions is given in square brackets.  The maximum value of “N” means an unlimited number of repetitions.  Elements enclosed in square brackets may be empty (what this means may depend on the representation:  for example, unused XML tags may be omitted but Corba object properties must be present).  
Data elements may have a type which is a union of two or more alternative data types, indicated by the phrase “is a X or a Y” where X and Y are compound data elements.  
Elements whose inclusion is still uncertain or debatable are preceded by “?”.  The presence of such elements is an indication that this document is not yet completely finalised.  When agreed, they may well become optional, rather than required.  If this is anticipated, they are also enclosed in square brackets.  
Common data model version
GSD request type 0
Request:  
There are no parameters.  
Response:  
CDMVersion
The response contains just the version of the Common Data Model in use, which is defined in this version of the Common Data Model to be “1.20”.  Although this is passed as a string, it is intended to be treated as a number, and future versions will be restricted to positive numbers with a decimal fractional part, to permit numeric comparisons.  All future version numbers will be arithmetically greater than all their predecessors.  
Stage 1:  Looking up a user’s ambiguous name
GSD request type 1
Request:  
SearchString	(a string to be interpreted as a possibly ambiguous name of one or more species;  for proposals as to the interpretation of this string, see below)
SearchType	(whether the search string is to be interpreted as a common name, etc.)
SearchLimit	(optional;  parameters to specify or limit the hierarchy segment within which the search will occur and the number of names to be returned)
Response:  
Number	(i) if all the matching names are being returned, then return the total number of them;  (ii) otherwise (there being more matching names than are being returned, because of a Limit), then, if the GSD can provide it without extra work or if Limit = 0, return the total number of matching names;  otherwise (to avoid doing any extra work) return –1 (which will force the CAS to make another request with Limit = 0 if it really needs to know)
SpeciesName [0:N]	(a list of the species names which match the supplied string, subject to any Skip and Limit values in the SearchLimit)
Note that the Skip and Limit values allow the maximum size of a response to be limited, but allow the user to step through a long list a page at a time.  
Note also this Request provides the ability for automated GSD-checking software to download the entire list of names (not species!) in an organised manner, to compare with the output of Requests of Type 5. 
Unresolved issues:  
1.	The internal Identifier in the SpeciesName may need a time-stamp which would expire if the GSD was updated.  Alternatively the CAS can figure this out for itself from the time of last update of the GSD and the wrapper version number.  
2.	How to handle infra-specific names, which will probably be synonyms.  Unfortunately, if  infra-specific names are permitted, there is a very large number of possible variations in the format of possible names.  Defining a formal structure for these may be very difficult.  Since the purpose of the infra-specific information might be restricted to assisting the user to choose the species required, one option could be to handle all information below the species level (i.e. following the specific authority) in a single string.  A disadvantage of this simple approach is that it may be difficult to format it correctly for display, for example to ensure that the correct infra-specific epithets are italicised.  
Interpreting species search strings
This section supersedes Technical Note 3 (“Interpreting species search strings”), version 0.1, by Richard White, 3 April 2000.  
A user will approach Species 2000 with the aim of obtaining information about a species.  The user will probably not know the exact form of the species name, or any unique identifying code, which may be used in the GSD containing the species required.  Thus, if a species is not located by browsing a hierarchy, the user will need to enter a search string.  It is necessary to specify the interpretation of such a search string when it is received by the GSD;  this may be dependent on the capabilities of the underlying DBMS.  
At present, different GSDs interpret the string differently.  There is a need to try to encourage GSDs to move towards a common policy.  Unfortunately, not all differences in functionality in this area can be hidden by the GSD wrappers.  
Note that the Common Data Model requires a single search string.  The alternative of having separate search strings for specifying the genus and specific epithets seems useful at first sight, but would make it difficult to handle virus names, common names, and users who do not understand scientific names.  
It is widely accepted that a search string should be able to contain metacharacters which match arbitrary portions of species names.  At the simplest extreme, this could be a single “wildcard” character, often an asterisk (“*”), which is assumed to match any single contiguous section within either the genus or species epithet.  At the other extreme, there is a system of “regular expressions”, widely used by programmers, for matching complex patterns in strings.  This, whilst very general, is probably more complex than is needed in the present situation, and may not be efficiently supported by the database retrieval software used by a GSD wrapper.  For example, as a compromise between these extremes, SQL supports pattern-matching metacharacters.  One (a percent sign, “%”) matches a substring of any length, including zero length.  As many wrappers will use SQL to search the GSD, it makes sense to match this level of functionality.  
The most useful interpretation is therefore to allow the string to represent a binomial (or any other name), and allow wildcard characters (but not full regular expressions) so that users can search for a genus, a specific epithet, or any other simple desired pattern, which would also accommodate vernacular and virus names.  I propose that a search string should be permitted to contain one or more asterisks (which are commonly understood to match zero or more arbitrary characters, similar to the practice in SQL, although this uses a different metacharacter).  I also propose to extend this by allowing the user to specify a full stop (period, “.”) at the end of an abbreviated word, as an alternative to an asterisk, so that a user can enter, for example, “E. coli”.  This would assist inexperienced users.  It would be converted by the CAS to an asterisk, so that wrappers would only have to support one metacharacter, as many do already.  
A search for a specific epithet, without specifying the genus, could then be “* machaon”.  A search for all species in a genus could use “Papilio *”.  The CAS could be extended to accept a single word as the genus name in this case, which would be helpful in cases where the genus name is often seen used as a vernacular name and the user may be unsure of the distinction, as with many garden plants.  Again, the CAS could reduce the burden on wrapper writers by adding the implied trailing “ *” before passing the string in a Type 1 Request.  More than one asterisk is desirable because a user may wish, for example, to abbreviate a genus and at the same time search for a range of species;  also, many uncertainties in spelling also include uncertainty about the number of letters.  For example, a user uncertain of the spelling of a specific epithet which might be “mullerae”, “muelleri”, “moelleri”, etc., could enter “m*ller*”.  
Suggestions are invited.  Proposals to handle the variation in the capabilities of GSD wrappers will be especially useful (or proposals for how to make wrapper writers and database designers conform to an agreed specification!)  Sophisticated CAS software (such as Spice) might parse the search string and take special action in certain special cases (such as warning the user that a search for “A*” might take a long time).  In future, the use of modified Soundex or similar coding schemes for fuzzy matching might be investigated.  
Stage 2:  Returning the Species 2000 standard data about a selected species
GSD request type 2
Request:  
Identifier	(the unique identifier used by the GSD or wrapper for the taxon corresponding to the species name selected by the user from the list supplied in Stage 1, or chosen by the user browsing the Species 2000 taxonomic hierarchy)
GSDIdentifier	(optional;  the unique identifier of the HigherTaxon defining the GSD to be searched)
Response:  
StandardData
Note that the species Identifier only has to be unique within the GSD, whereas the GSDIdentifier obviously has to be globally unique.  
To summarise the contents of the StandardData, the main data items are listed here.  See the Data Dictionary below for a more rigorous definition.  There is as yet no attempt to specify permitted values of most of the strings (although the old Species 2000 Technical Report 1998 sections 4.2 and 4.3 attempted to do this);  in many cases Species 2000 can only accept what GSDs can provide.
AVCNameWithRefs (the Status element specifies whether the species is accepted or provisionally accepted
SynonymWithRefs (zero to many may be returned;  the Status element specifies the type of synonymy or similar relationship involved:  at a minimum this should distinguish between an unambiguous synonym (which refers only to this species), an ambiguous synonym (which refers to another species as well as this one) and a misapplied name (which is not strictly a synonym because it does not correctly refer to this species, and may or may not refer to another);  references may be included to the nomenclatural validity and taxonomic status of a name)
CommonNameWithRefs (zero to many may be returned;  including optional specification of the location and language)
Family
Comment (optional:  an arbitrary displayable but not too long piece of information chosen by the GSD as most useful to users of this group of organisms)
Scrutiny (details of when and by whom this species was last reviewed in the GSD;  could be the version date of the whole GSD if not separately recorded)  
DataLink (a list of zero to many URLs pointing to this species in further Species Information Sources (SISs) known to the GSDO, including if appropriate a GSD’s own more detailed page about this species)
Geography (a list of places from which the species has been recorded)
Information about a GSD
GSD request type 3
Request:  
GSDIdentifier	(optional;  the unique identifier of the HigherTaxon defining the GSD about which the information is desired)
Response:  
GSDInfo
To summarise the contents of the GSDInfo, the main features are listed here.  See the Data Dictionary for a more rigorous definition.  
GSDIdentifier (the higher taxon it contains), GSDShortName, GSDTitle, Description, Version, Date (the date of the last update, which may change more often than the version number, for use by software maintaining a cache for Species 2000)
WrapperVersion (the version of the wrapper, not the GSD or the CDM)
ContactLink (optional:  email address or web page of the person responsible for maintenance or who is best able to handle enquiries by email)
HomeLink, SearchLink  (optional:  URLs of the home and species search web pages)
LogoLink (URL of the GSD’s logo)
View (the preferred or only taxonomic view supported by the GSD)
Information about the taxonomic hierarchy
A Taxon is a data element which records the current taxon being browsed, which may be a species (i.e. an AVCName) or a HigherTaxon.  
GSD request type 4
A Type 4 Request is used to move up the taxonomic hierarchy.  
Request:  
Identifier	This is the current taxon identifier.
GSDIdentifier	(optional;  the unique identifier of the HigherTaxon defining the GSD to be searched)
Response:  
HigherTaxon [0:N]	The result is typically a single taxon, the “parent” of the current taxon, but may be empty (at the top of the hierarchy) or may consist of more than one higher taxon, where multiple hierarchies are being supported.   
GSD request type 5
A Type 5 Request is used to move down the taxonomic hierarchy.  
Request:  
Identifier	This is the current higher taxon identifier.
SearchLimit	(optional;  parameters to specify or limit the hierarchy segment within which the search will occur and the number of names to be returned)
Response:  
Taxon [0:N]	The result is typically a set of taxa, the “children” of the current taxon, but may be empty (for example, while parts of the Species 2000 array of GSDs are still incomplete).
Note that, for example when generating the Annual Checklist, this Request can be called repeatedly to perform a tree traversal to get a complete set of taxa in a higher taxon.  Compare this with Request Type 1 which can obtain a complete set of names.  
Data dictionary
See the Introduction for an explanation of the syntax.   
Entities describing taxonomic and nomenclatural concepts
Authority	is a string (possibly including the date of publication and other conventional details)	[part of FullName, HigherTaxon]
AVCName	(accepted, valid or correct name, i.e. a name considered by the GSDO to be applicable to a species)
consists of Name, Status
	[part of AVCNameWithRefs, CommonNameWithAVC, 
	SynonymWithAVC]
FullName	consists of Genus, SpecificEpithet, Authority	[part of Synonym]
Genus	is a string	[part of FullName]
HigherTaxon	consists of Identifier, Rank, TaxonName, Authority, [View], [NameRefList]
	[part of Type 4 Response, Type 5 Request]
InfraspecificPortion	is a string	[part of Synonym]
Name	is a FullName or a VirusName	[part of AVCName]
Rank	is a string	[part of HigherTaxon]
SpecificEpithet	is a string	[part of FullName]
Species	consists of Identifier, AVCName	[is a Taxon]
Status	is one of accepted, provisional, synonym, unambiguous, variant, infraspecific, ambiguous, proparte, misapplied, doubtful.  Note that the first two values apply to accepted names, and the remainder to synonyms, and that variant, infraspecific and doubtful are more precise alternatives to unambiguous, proparte and misapplied to ambiguous, and unambiguous and ambiguous to synonym, respectively.  infraspecific refers to an infra-specific taxon treated as a synonym.  doubtful does not imply that the accepted taxon referred to is ambiguous, but is a comment on the taxonomic uncertainty over whether the name might be regarded as an accepted name, but is here treated as a synonym.  No provision is made for sequential synonymy (e.g. A is a synonym of B, but B is a synonym of C), which, although helpful to nomenclaturalists, might complicate name look-ups and explanations to users.  Here both A and B are treated as immediate synonyms of C. 	[part of AVCName, Synonym]
Synonym	consists of FullName, [InfraspecificPortion], Status
where the Status is that of a synonym
	[part of SynonymWithAVC, SynonymWithRefs]
Taxon	is a HigherTaxon or a Species	[part of Type 5 Response]
TaxonName	is a string	[part of HigherTaxon]
VirusName	is a string	[is a Name]
View	is a string	[part of GSDInfo, HigherTaxon]
Entities describing common names
CommonName	consists of VernName, [Language], PlaceName [0:N]
	[part of CommonNameWithAVC, CommonNameWithRefs]
CommonNameWithAVC
consists of CommonName, [AVCName]
	[is a NameWithAVC]
CommonNameWithRefs
consists of CommonName, Reference [0:N] 	[part of StandardData]
Language	is a string	[part of CommonName]
PlaceName	is a string	[part of CommonName, Place]
VernName	is a string	[part of CommonName]
Entities describing references
Author	is a string	[part of LitRef]
Details	is a string (details of book or article publication, excluding author, date and title;  may be a URL) 	[part of LitRef]
Link	is a string (with present technology, assumed to be a URL)
 	[is a Reference;  part of Scrutiny]
LitRef	consists of Author, Year, Title, Details	[is a Reference]
NameRefList	consists of StatusRef [0 - N]
should contain one reference to the nomenclatural validity of a name and zero or more references to the taxonomic status of the name as an AVC name or as a synonym;  in the case of misapplied names, these may be references which either commit or rectify the misapplication
	[part of AVCNameWithRefs, HigherTaxon, SynonymWithRefs]
Reference	is a LitRef or a Link
	[part of CommonNameWithRefs, Place, StatusRef]
RefType	is one of validity, acceptance, synonymy, misapplication, correction	[part of StatusRef]
StatusRef	(reference to the nomenclatural validity or taxonomic status of a name as an AVC name or as a synonym;  in the case of misapplied names, may be a reference which either commits or rectifies the misapplication)
consists of Reference, RefType	[part of NameRefList]
Title	is a string	[part of LitRef]
Year	is a positive 4-digit integer (thus rendering Species 2000 vulnerable to the “Year 10,000 Bug”) 	[part of LitRef, Date]
Additional entities describing Species 2000 protocols and functionality
AVCNameWithRefs	consists of AVCName, NameRefList	[part of StandardData]
CDMVersion	is a string representing the number 1.20	[is a Type 0 Response]
Comment	is a string (arbitrary displayable information chosen by the GSDO)
	[part of StandardData]
ContactLink	is a Link (to an email address or a page giving contact information)
	[part of GSDInfo]
DataLink	is at present a simple Link, but will need to be expanded with metadata to allow for more intelligent link handling 	[part of StandardData]
Date	consists of Year, [Month, [Day]] 	[part of GSDInfo, Scrutiny]
Day	is an integer in the range 1 to 31 inclusive, constrained by the Month and Year to form a valid date 	[part of Date]
Description	is a string 	[part of GSDInfo]
Family	is a string (if there is a corresponding HigherTaxon, whose Rank is “family”, then the GSD and wrapper must ensure that this string exactly matches the HigherTaxon’s TaxonName) 	[part of StandardData]
Geography	consists of Place [0:N] 	[part of StandardData]
GSDIdentifier	is an Identifier (of the HigherTaxon of a GSD)	[part of ***]
GSDInfo	consists of GSDIdentifier, GSDShortName, GSDTitle, Description, Version, Date, WrapperVersion, [ContactLink], [HomeLink], [SearchLink], [LogoLink], [View]
	[is a Type 3 Response]
GSDShortName	is a string	[part of GSDInfo]
GSDTitle	is a string	[part of GSDInfo]
HomeLink	is a Link (to the GSDO’s home page or their main page describing the GSD) 	[part of GSDInfo]
Identifier	is a string representing the unique identifier of a Taxon
	[part of Type 2, 3, 4, 5 Request, AVCName, CommonNameWithAVC, 
	HigherTaxon, SearchLimit, SynonymWithAVC]
Limit	is an integer representing the maximum number of matching names to return (default is -1 which means return all names;  0 can be specified because the Number field in the response may be useful) 	[part of SearchLimit]
LogoLink	is a Link (to the GSD’s or GSDO’s logo) 	[part of GSDInfo]
Month	is an integer in the range 1 to 12 inclusive	[part of Date]
NameWithAVC	is an AVCName or a SynonymWithAVC or a CommonNameWithAVC
	[part of NameWithAVC]
Occurrence	is one of native, introduced, uncertain, absent	[part of Place]
Person	is a string	[part of Scrutiny]
Place	consists of PlaceName, Occurrence, Reference	[part of Geography]
Scrutiny	(the optional Link gives the email address or web page of the scrutinising expert)
consists of Person, [Link], Date	[part of StandardData]
SearchLimit	(to specify or limit the hierarchy segment within which the search will occur and the number of names to be returned)
consists of GSDIdentifier, [Skip], [Limit]
The elements represent the GSD to be searched (since a wrapper might serve more than one GSD) and the number and range of matching names to return
	[part of Type 1, 5 Request]
SearchLink	is a Link (to the user search page, not the wrapper URL) 	[part of GSDInfo]
SearchString	is a string (may contain “wild-card” characters) 	[part of Type 1 Request]
SearchType	is one of scientific, virus, vernacular, unknown	[part of Type 1 Request]
Skip	is a non-negative integer representing the number of matching names to skip before the first returned name (default is 0) 	[part of SearchLimit]
SpeciesName	consists of Identifier, NameWithAVC	[part of Type 1 Response]
StandardData	consists of AVCNameWithRefs, SynonymWithRefs [0:N], CommonNameWithRefs [0:N], Family, Comment, Scrutiny, DataLink [0:N], Geography	[is a Type 2 Response ]
SynonymWithAVC	consists of Synonym, [AVCName]
Normally, a wrapper should return the AVCName associated with a synonym (or common name);  rarely, a Synonym may lack a corresponding AVCName, in which case the  Status is presumably doubtful - the GSDO should consider changing it to a provisional AVC name
	[is a NameWithAVC]
SynonymWithRefs	consists of Synonym, NameRefList	[part of StandardData]
Version	is a string	[part of GSDInfo]
WrapperVersion	is a string	[part of GSDInfo]

